
M A N F R E D  K R I F K A  

H A R M O N Y  O R  C O N S I S T E N C Y ?  

Review of John A. Hawkins, Word Order Universals * 

Hawkins' book is concerned with regularities of word order and word order change in 
the Greenberg and Vennemann tradition. In this review it is argued that H. offers some 
new data and ideas, but that his work does not constitute a substantial progress. My 
main points of criticism are that H.'s data d o  not warrant the conclusions he draws if 
one applies statistically sound methods, and that H. considers only a restricted set of 

possible explanations for word order regularities. 

H.'s book (Word Order Universals, New York: Academic Press, 
1983) is mainly a reformulation of thoughts developed in his earlier articles 
(1979, 1980, 1982). In the first two chapters, H. discusses the basics of the 
study of word order universals. In chapters 3 and 4, he develops his own 
theory of synchronic word order universals. In chapters 5, 6 and 7, he dis- 
cusses some consequences for language change and historical reconstruc- 
tion. Chapter 8 contains the data for his language sample. 

It is difficult for me to do justice to H.'s work. The reason is that the 
statistics on which his hypotheses are based are not reliable. This shortcom- 
ing frequently leads to a confounding of statistically warranted facts and 
mere hypotheses. But I try to hold back my objections to  the underlying 
statistics and take H.'s figures for granted until the last section. I think this is 
an adequate way to treat the more interesting parts of H.'s work. 

1 .  I n t r o d u c t o r y  cons idera t ions  

In the first two chapters, H. summarizes the findings and theories of 
the study of word order universals. He starts with a short discussion of the 

* I would like to express my thanks to Theo Vennemann, Thomas Becker and Michel 
Kcfcr for the discussion of this paper, and to Carin F6hr for correcting my English. 
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two approaches to language universals, the innatist approach (associated 
with Chomsky 1965 and subsequent publications) and the functional ap- 
proach (associated with Comrie 1981 and others). t I. tries to mediate these 
approaches by stressing that they are concerneil with quite different pro- 
blems. His book is mainly conceived in the function;ilist paradigm, but he 
tends to explain the word order universals with a theory originating in the 
innatist paradigm, namely X-bar-theory. 

A fundamental problem for any theory of won1 order typology in the 
Greenberg tradition is the determination of the basic word order of a given 
language, i. e. the normal serialization of subject (S), object (0) and verb (V); 
of adjective (A) and genitive noun phrase ( G )  relative t o  their head noun (N); 
and of the adposition (P) relative to the noun phrase ( I  use "N" t o  cover both 
nouns and noun phrases, and the term "adposition" to cover prepositions, 
postpositions, circumpostitions and ambipositions). There are at least two 
problems for the determinations of basic word order: (i) the problem of 
identifying S, 0, V etc. in a given language and (ii) the problem of deciding 
which of the occuring orders of the thus identified elements is basic. 

H. hardly touches upon problem (i); he simply refers to Mallinson 
and Blake (1981) and thinks that "semantic criteria will suffice to make the 
cross-linguistic equation" (p. 12). It is difficult to see how to apply semantic 
criteria in crucial issues like the determination of subject in creative lan- 
guages. The only way to identify a subject in these cases is t o  investigate the 
syntactic and morphological processes of the language in order to determine 
its primary grammatical relation (cf. Keenan 1976 for the definition of sub- 
ject and Sasse 1978 for the notion of the primary grammatical relation). 

In order to handle problem (ii), H. applies three criteria. He uses the 

term "doubling" to describe the situation in which there is a variable seriali- 
zation of two constituents. The basic one is that which (a) is more fre- 
quent in text samples, (b) is more frequent within the grammatical system 
(e.g., if most lexemes of a category occur in serialization x, then x is basic), 
and (c) is grammatically unmarked (e.g., if serialization x, but not serializa- 
tion I x may undergo a certain rule, then x is basic). in cases where these 
criteria collide or are not sufficient to establish a basic word order, H.  
makes no basicness distinction at all (a case in point are prenominal and post- 
nominal genitives in English.) In later chapters, H.  extensively draws on 
doublings in the discussion of word order change. 

1 miss the inclusion (or at least the discussion) of free word order 
languages as a subtype of its own (cf. e.g. Hsieh 1977). It may be possible to 
determine with H.'s criteria a basic word order for languages like Latin or 

\\ :irlpiri. But this basic word order would then be of a quite different status: 
I t  would mainly reflect pragmatical, not grammatical properties. 

In the second chapter, H. gives a concise report of the works on 
w (  )rcl order by Greenberg (1966), Vennemann (1972,1974,1975,1976) and 
Vemiemann & Harlow (1977). He also discusses the theory of Keenan 
1070) .  In a monograph like this, the inclusion of some other important 
works, like of Tesniire (1959) and Lehmann (1973), would have been appro- 
pri:ite, 1 think. 

2 .  T h e  Pr inc ip le  o f  C r o s s - C a t e g o r y  H a r m o n y  

In the next two chapters, H. formulates his main theoretical contri- 
Initions to the study of word order: In chapter 3, he pleads for a reformul- 
; i t  ion of universals, and in chapter 4, he develops an explanation for the co- 
occurence of certain word order properties. I will start my discussion with 
this chapter. 

Based upon the possible combinations of the basic order of S, V, 0, 
of A,  G ,  N and of N, P, Greenberg (1966) defined 24 language types. For 
example, the combination of SVO, AN, NG and PN (i.e. Prepositions) 
constitutes one type, and the combination of SOV, AN, G N  and N P  (i.e. 
postpositions) another. Some of these types are represented by quite a lot of 
Izinguages from different areas and families, others are less populated, and 
some have no instantiations at all in the samples used by Greenberg. 

Bartsch & Vennemann (1972) and Vennemann (1972, 1974, 1975, 
1076) tried to explain this unequal distribution by their "Principle of Natural 
Serialization" (NSP) (which would more perspicuously be called "Principle 
o f  Unidirectional Serialization"). This principle states that natural languages 
tent! to  either propose o r  postpose all modifiers ("operators") relative to 
their heads ("operands"). According to Vennemann (1972), 0, A, G, N are 

operators to V, N, N ,  P, respectively; Vennemann (1 976) and Vennemann & 
I lawkins (1977) included S as an operator to V. There are, then, two ideal 
types of languages defined by the NSP, namely the type of consistent post- 
specifying languages with VSO/VOS & NA & N G  & PN and the type of 
consistent prespecifying languages with SOV/OSV & AN & G N  & NP. 
Vcnnemtinn's principle was criticized by numerous scholars, mainly for two 
reasons: More than half of the languages listed in the Greenberg samples do  
not tit into the ideal types, and there are cases of word order change where a 
m;irkctI drift t o  one or the other ideal type is lacking (cf. 1.i & Thompson 
I074 lor ;I discussion of Oiincse). 
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H. proposes a different pronciple to explain the distribution of word 
order types, namely his "Principle of Cross-Categorial Harmony" (CCH). 
The CCH states that there is a tendency for the ratio of preposed to post- 
posed modifiers to generalize from one phrasal category to the others, i.e. 
from one head category to the other head categories. For example, it states 
that a language with SVO order (ratio preposed/postposed V modifiers 
= 1) tends to have AN/NG or N A / G N  order (ratio of preposed/postposed 
N modifiers = 1). If two head categories have an equal ratio of preposed to 
postposed modifiers, they are said to be "harmonic" to each other. 

It is important to note the theoretical relation between the CCH and 
the NSP. Both theories can be evaluated and compared by the sets of lan- 
guages which are preferred according to them. Now, the NSP set clearly is a 
proper subset of the CCH set. This is because every type which is consistent 
according to the NSP is harmonic according to the CCH: Consistent post- 
specifying languages have a ratio of preposed to postposed modifiers equal 
to 0, and consistent prespecifying languages have a ratio equal to CXI for all 
head categories. 

Furthermore, the languages of the NSP set are the only maximal 
harmonic languages for the CCH if one considers the basic order of S, V, 0, 
of A, G ,  N and of P, N.  This is simply because there is only one type of 
adposition modifier, namely N. H. fails to make this relation between the 
C:CH and the NSP clear enough. 

Using the Greenberg samples and an expanded sample of his own 
with 336 languages, H.  tries to test the CCH and the NSP. 11e measures the 
degree of harmony of a pair of head-modifier orders by counting the devi- 
ations from the nearest maximal harmonic pair. For example, PN & VSO 
exhibits 0 deviations, PN & SVO exhibits 1 deviation, and PN & SOV 
exhibits 2 deviations. With language types defined by word orders of more 
than two head categories, H. sums up the number of deviations of each 
combination of two head categories. Let me give three examples using H.'s 
handy abbreviations V1 for VSO/VOS, V, for SVO/OVS, V, for 
SOV/OSV, and N ,  for NA & NG, N 2  for AN & N G / N A  & G N ,  N3 for 
AN & GN.  Type PN & V1 & N l  is maximal harmonic, type PN & V, & N 2  
exhibits two pairs of 1 deviation, totaling 2 (namely, PN & N2 and V, & 

N2), and type PN & Vl & N3 exhibits two pairs of 2 deviations, totaling 4 
(namely, PN & N, and V l  & N3). Then the prediction is that if a language 
type T has fewer deviations from its nearest maximal harmonic type than a 
language type T' has from its nearest maximal harmonic type, then T has 
more instantiations than T'. T o  measure the success of the (X:H, H. simply 

l e t  ermines with each pair (T, T') of a given typology which of the two types 
h:is more instantiations in the sample. If T has more than T', this counts as a 
point in favor of the CCH; if '1, has fewer, this counts as a point against the 
e c u .  

Note that there is a certain asymmetry implicit in this procedure. If 
v li:ivc three types T, T' and T" with decreasing harmony, then there are 3 
~Irmentary predictions (if we refer to the number of instantiations of a type T 
w ~ t  I1 # (T), these predictions are (i) # (T) > # (T'), (11) # (T') > # (T") 
~ 1 i t 1  (iii) # (T) > # (T")). Now (iii) follows from (i) and (ii) because of the 
I ninsitivity of the >-Relation. H. decides to include (iii) in the evaluation 
I)ee:iuse this procedure reflects the intuition of the CCH more accurately. 
'I'his simply has the consequence that, if a very harmonic type (e.g., T )  has 
\cry few instantiations (e.g., fewer than 'I" and T"), then this would have 
more disastrous effects on the CCH than if a medium harmonic type (e.g., 
I '  has very few instantiations (e.g., fewer than T"). 

H. calculates the number of correct predictions for different pairs 
I triples of head constituents and shows that the CCH allows for a high 
r:nio of correct predictions. Then he tests the NSP by the following proce- 
tinre: He counts the number of deviations of head-modifier orders from the 
serialization of the majority of head-modifier constructions, i.e. from the 
nearest consistent serialization. For example, type N P  & SVO & NA & N G  
differs in two head- modifier orders from the nearest consistent serialization 
' N  & VSO & NA & NG, namely in N P  and SV. 

The result is that the CCH does remarkably better than the NSP. In 
the most important assessment of the three-termed typology of verb, noun 
t l  adposition modifiers, out of 92 possible elementary predictions, 88 are 
correct with the CCH and 72 are correct with the NSP, using the data of 
( ireenberg's Appendix 11. Furthermore, most exceptions to the CCH (and to 
the NSI'!) can be traced back to the well-known fact that verb-initial lan- 
,qu:iges are comparatively rare because of the independent tendency to have 
sentence-initial subjects. 

11. '~  method of measuring the deviations from harmonic and consist- 
ent types strikes me as a bit arbitrary and not really comparable. There are 
eq~~;tl ly,  or even more, plausible methods in the same vein which will yield a 
r:itlier different picture. For example, one could assume three serialization 
types tor every head category: modifier-initial (i.e. Vl, N and Pi), 
i i i i  ~(lit.ier-interniedi;~e (i.e. V2,  N2, and P2), and modifier-final (i. e. V3, N,, 
,iml I ) , ) .  Tins would d o  away with the problem of adposition modifers, 
wlinh ro11st:int I \ '  poses conceptu:iI problems in chapter 4 (there is only one 
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adposition modifier, in contrast to two or more verb or  noun modifiers). Of 
course, if one considers only the basic order of unilateral adpositions and 
neither doubling structures non circumpositions, the category P2 has no 
members. 

In this representation, a type in which all elements have the same 
indices would be maximally harmonic, and it is easy to measure the deviation 
of a given type from the nearest harmonic type. For example, type Pi & Vl & 
N2 would be one step away from the nearest harmonic type (namely Pi & Vl 
& Nl), and type Pi & V2 & N3 would be two steps away from the nearest 
harmonic type (namely P2 & V2 & N2). T o  test the NSP, one would have to 
count the deviations from the nearest consistent types PI & Vl & N1 and P3 
& V3 & N3, of course. 

Table 1. Comparing CCH and NSP predictions using two methods 

Language type CCH' NSP' Languages in 
Number of deriations I<xpanded Sample 

'1':ibIc I shows H.'s calculations (the CCH' and NSP' columns) and 
I I (;ik-iihitions according to the second method (the CCH* and the NSP* 
~liiiiins). The numbers of languages are from H.'s "Expanded sample". 

I'or G d i ' ,  there are (2 x 16) + (6 x 10) = 92 predictions, out of 
\vim l i  00 arc correct (97.8%). The same holds for CCH*; the two proce- 
i l i ~ ~ c s  1i;ivc no effect on the measure of deviations. For NSP', there are 92 
l~i(-il~ttions, out of which 75 are correct (81.5%). NSP* is the strongest 
t i v p o i  liesis; it makes (2 x 16) + (4 x 12) + (8 x 4) = 112 predictions, out of 
1 : l 1  105 are correct (94%). Thus, NSP* does quite a lot better than NSP', 
1 I lie difference to the CCH7/CCH* should hardly be significant enough to 
1m~l~-1-  one  or the other theory. 

Actually, it is possible to show by standard means that H.'s data do  
1101 ;illow to prefer the CCH to the NSP. If one considers only basic word 
~rclers of the discussed types, it is just the ordering of N and V modifiers 
w l i u l i  plays a role in comparing the CCH with the NSP because only N and 
V modifiers allow an intermediate head position (i.e., N2 and V2). The CCH 
tlitters from the NSP in predicting that there is a positive interaction be- 
iwc-rii N2 and V2, i.e. that type N2 & V2 has more than chance frequency. 
' 'Ins :illows a simple chi-square test, with the NSP (no interaction) as null 
livpot hcsis and CCH as alternative (positive interaction between N2  and V2). 
In Table 11, 1 show the contingence tables for the Expanded Sample. 

I t  is easy to see that these figures do not entitle us to reject the null 
hypothesis. We have a chi-square value of 0.05, which is far too little to reach 
;my level of significance (with 1 degree of freedom, this would be 3.84 for the 
a = 0.05 level). Compare this with the very clear result when we test the two 

Table I1 

( . o ~ i t i n ~ r r i c y  tables to test CCH's prediction of a positive interaction between V and N order 
;~!::ti~ist the null hypothesis. The chi-square-value is 0.05, far less than the critical value 3.84 for a 

Icvrl n i  significance of  0.95. The null hypothesis is not to be rejected. 

( I )  Act u;il scores (ii) Expected scores 
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predictions which the NSP and the CCH share, namely that there is a positive 
interaction between V i  and N l  order, on the one hand, and V3 and N3 
order, on the other. Tables I11 and IV show the relevant contingency tables. 

Table 111 

Contingency tables to test NSP's and CCH's prediction ofa positive interaction between V and 
Nl order against the null hypothesis. The chi-square-value is 38.68, much more than the critical 

value 3.84 for a level of significance of 0.95. The null hypothesis is to  be rejected. 

(i) Actual scores (ii) Expected scores 

Table IV 

Contingency tables to test CCH's prediction of a positive interaction between V and N order 
against the null hypothesis. The chi-square-value is 69.0, much more than the critical value 3.84 
for a level of significance of 0.95. The null hypothesis is to be rejected. 

(i) Actual scores (ii) Expected scores 

T o  settle the question between NSP and CCH, it would be important 

to perform the calculations with more than just one middle position in the 
basic order of V and N modifiers. 11 makes an interesting attempt to do  so in 
taking into account four verb positions (name11 Vi (VSO/VOS), V-, (SV( )), 

V ,  (S( ) \ '  nun-rigid) and V4 (the rigid SOV-subtype)) and four noun po- 
su 1 1  ins ( N  i - N4, according to the relative ordering of adjective, genitive 
i o n n  xiul relative clause to the noun). This test yields better scores for the 
( ( I I ,  l )ut  11. tests it only on the 30 languages of Greenberg (1966), which is 
I I t o  give reliable results. Another improvement would be to con- 
% . i i l r i  doubling structures. This could be especially instructive for adposition 
~ i l ~ t i o r s  because by this way one gets intermediate positions for this 
i111.1v.il  a tcgory,  too. 

'I C i  reenberg ' s  un iversa l s  r e f o r m u l a t e d  

The aim of chapter 3 is to formulate a set of universals which should 
I i o l i l  without any exception for human languages. H. stresses that these 
i i i i i v  rrsiils are of a quite different nature than the CCH (cf. p. 163ff.). The 
( ( 1 1 ,  he argues, only tells us which word orders are preferred to others, but 
i t  Joes not exclude any of them. I l . ,  therefore, calls it a "distributional" 
innversal. The "non-statistical" universals, on the other hand, are of a differ- 
nit n:iture because they actually divide possible from impossible languages. 
A s  tliey are formulated as implications, they are termed ,,implicatii)nal" 
miivcrsals. 

11. achieves a more rigid reformulation of many of the Greenberg 
iniplicative universals by two methods (cf. also Hawkins 1979, 1980): (i) He 
irics to find antecedents which yield as few exceptions as possible. For this, 
moditier-peripheral word orders like PN/Nl' or VJV3 yield the best results, 
wlicrc;is an intermediate word order like V2 (i.e. SVO) is shown to be 
pr;ictic;ilIy devoid of consequences for other word order patterns. (ii) More 
important, H. mostly uses three-termed in~plications (i.e., I' + (Q + R)), 
wliere;is (irecnbcrg only uses two-termed implications (i.c. 1' Q). But 
note that ;it least Greenberg's universal 5 is formulated in the same manner: 
' I t ' a  l;in~;u;igc has dominant SOV order and the genitive follows the noun, 
h r n  the ;nljectivc likewise follows the noun", i.e. SOV -+ (NG -+ NA). By 
I lir w; iv ,  I t l i i n k  tha t  Greenberg's formulation of the universal (i.e., as of the 
ILriii ( I '  & 0) 4 R )  is more perspicuous than Hawkins' (i.e., as P + ( Q  + 

I<)) In-(~;nise i t  doesn't suggest any asymmetry between the properties I' and 
0. 

M I  111 ; i l l ,  1 1 .  tormuI:itcs some 22 universals. Consider one example 
( I  'nivrrs;il I ,  p. (1.1): " I t ; i  S( ) V  l;i~iguagc has the order adjective-noun, then it 
i l l s o  h; is  tlu- n i ( l n  C , C I I I I I \  r I K ) ~ I I ~ " ,  i .e.  S( )V --+ (AN 4 (iN). If one restricts 
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the discussion to SOV languages, there are four logical possibilities for a 
language, the last one being excluded by the universal: (i) AN & GN,  (ii) NA 
& GN,  (iii) NA & N G  and (iv) *AN & NG. If one considers language 
frequency, type (i) has the most instantiations (93 in the Expanded sample), 
type (ii) and (iii) have fewer (55 and 10, respectively), and type (iv) has no 
instantiations at all. The decreasing number of instantiations of types (i) to 
(iii) can be traced back to the CCH (or to the NSP). This is not possible for 
the lack of examples for type (iv) because, according to the CCHINSP, it 
should be equally well represented as type (ii), and better represented than 
type (iii). 

I think that H.'s conception of two quite different sorts of universals 
is interesting, especially for the theory of word order change (cf. below). But 

I doubt that H. has achieved showing that his "non-statistical" universals are 
really all "non-statistical" and relevant to the study of language (cf. Mallin- 
son & Blake 1981: p. 411 for a similar criticism). In many cases, the dif- 
ference between the excluded type (iv) and the possible, but disfavored type 
(iii) is very small or even nonexistent. For example, for Universal (IX), PN 
+ (NG -Ã NRel[ative clause]), type (iii), i.e. PN & GN & KeIN, has only 

one instantiation (Amharic). And there are cases where both (iii) and (iv) 
have no  instantiations at all, for example Universal (XVI), N P  + 

(Num[eral]N -+ GN).  This makes it doubtful whether H.'s distinction be- 
tween statistical and non-statistical universals is really tenable for all his 
implicational universals. O n  the other hand, there are several occasions 
where H. finds instantiations of forbidden types. One reaction to this is to 
sharpen the formulation of the universal. For example, universal (111), PN -+ 

(NA + NG), has four counterexamples, namely Arapesh, Gitua, Karen and 
Kaliai-Kove. H. therefore strengthens the universals to (III'), (PN & 7 

SOV) + (NA + NG), which has no exceptions in the sample. But it is 
unclear whether such complex implications are of any interest for the study 
of language. One can easily conceive that they just describe the sample in an 
ad hoc manner and don't have any theoretical status at all. 

4. E x p l a n a t i o n s  

H. formulates some principles to explain the non-statistical univer- 
sals as well as the CCH/NS13. Let's begin with the former. 

There are two interesting patterns in the distribution of the order o f  
noun modifiers: (i) Some noun modifiers show a tendency to In., )st p( )sed 

\r11(.11 co1111>arcd with other ones, independent of the overall direction of 
\(.I i ,~ l i z ; i t  ion predicted by the CCHINSP. A relative clause is more common- 
11 11, ~ s t l ~  )sccl than a genitive noun, a genitive noun more commonly than an 
,~t l~c>-t  ivc ;tnd an adjective more commonly than a demonstrative o r  numeral. 
(in SOIIIC noun modifiers show a tendency to be ordered in the opposite 
tIi~t.(tion to the overall direction of serialization predicted by the CCHINSP 
111.111 , )t11crs. The numeral, demonstrative and adjective are more commonly 
I ,  8 1 1 1 i t l  on the opposite side of N than the genitive noun or the relative clause 
. I I ~ . .  Mule that (i) behaves asymmetrically to the CCHINSP, whereas (ii) is 
~ M I I I I K - t  rieal to it. 

()hservation (i) is easily explained by the well-known tendency of 
lir.i\v constituents to occur late in the sentence. H.  proposes a "Heaviness 
I lit.nirchy", namely Re1 > Gen > Adj 2 { ~ e m / N u m } ,  and a "Heaviness 
^i(.ri;iliz;ition Principle" (HSP), which says that heavier constituents exhibit 
innrc' rightward positioning relative to the head noun across languages. 
I Ic;iv~~icss is defined in terms of length and quantity of morphemes, quantity 
01  words, syntactic depth of branching nodes and inclusion of dominated 
( , I  iiist i t  uc'nts. H. offers for the HSP the standard explanation in psycholingu- 
~'ttir terms involving language processing. 

0 explain observation (ii), H. formulates a "Mobility Principle" 
(MI)) which says that demonstratives, numerals and adjectives exhibit 
Krciiter or equal mobility away from the adposition + N P  serialization. H.'s 
itri;iimcnts for the MP can be traced back to language change: H. claims that 
more mobile constituents have a greater tendency to acquire a new word 
order pattern than less mobile constituents, and this is reflected by syn- 
chronic word order patterns which are a snapshot of changing word orders. 
I 'hc  reason for the behavior of mobile constituents is the following: The 
more mobile constituents are single (nonbranching) and nonphrasal, 
whercas the less mobile ones are branching and phrasal. Based on this, H.  
makes t w o  assumptions: (a) As relative clauses and genitive NPs can domi- 
nate demonstratives, numerals and adjectives, the reordering of relative 
clauses and genitive N P  presupposes the reordering of demonstratives, 
inimerals and adjectives. (b) The reordering of demonstratives, numerals 
anil ;idiectives causes fewer reorderings of surface elements and should 
thcrd.ore precede the reordering of genetive NPs and relative clauses. H. 
shows th;it this explanation can account for other cases, too. An example is 
the lu-h;ivior of simple adverbial modifiers ofadjectives in comparison to  the 
Ix-h;ivior 1'1) ;uul NP modifiers of adjectives (the former are more mobile 
than tin- l;ntrr). 
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1 would like to consider another explanation for some aspects of the 
MP. As far as the order of adjectives and genitive Nl's is concerned, the MP 
is based on universals (III), PN -Ã  ̂ ( N A  + NG), and (IV), N P  4 (AN 4 

GN). (Ill) says that in prepositional languages, the order NG is a precon- 
dition for the development of the order NA.  (IV) sa\ s that in postpositional 
languages, the order G N  is a precondition for the development of the order 
AN. This can be interpreted by assuming a closer affinity between the order 
of adposition modifiers and genitive noun modifiers than between adposi- 
tion modifiers and adjectival noun modifiers (and similar for demonstrative 
and numeral noun modifiers). This would reflect the well-known pheno- 
menon that adposition phrases can often be explained as grammaticalizations 
of genitive constructions (cf. below). 

Now we turn to the explanation of the CClI/NSP. H. suggests that 
this principle shows that there is a syntactic-semantic parallelism between the 
verb and its modifiers, the noun and its modifiers, the adposition and its 
modifiers and the adjective and its modifiers (p. 180). Especially for the 
CCH, he claims the existence of "some form of analogy principle", namely 
that "the operator proposing and postposing balance within one category 
generalizes to another as a result both of the operator-operand [i.e. modifier- 
modified] relation linking the two categories and of a natural tendency 
observable throughout languages for like elements to be treated in a like 
manner" (p. 182). 

1 understand this as a claim that the ultimate reason for the 
CCH/NSP is a semantic one, as is the ultimate reason for any proportional 
analogy (cf. Krifka 1983 p. 255ff. for the semantic motivation of phenomena 
of analogy). I t  is the semantic similarity between modifier-modified con- 
structions of different head categories which leads to a similar encoding. 

But H. switches without further discussion of this point to a 
syntactical-based explanation of the CCH/NSP. He introduces X-bar-theory 
(cf. Chomsky 1970, Jackendoff 1977, Lightfoot 1979), which makes a syn- 
tactical distinction between modifiers and heads, just like some other syntax 
theories like dependency grammar (Tesnikre 1959) or categorial grammar 
(Vennemann 1976, 1977). X-bar-theory assumes two general phrase struc- 
ture rules, namely (1 .a) and (b), where "X" is a variable for a head category, 
"Spec X"' a specifier of X ,  and Comp a complement (argument) of X. 

(1) a. X" -+ (Spec X') X' b. X' + X Comp 

A harmonic language would allow vet-\ general p l ~ r . ~ ~ . '  st rin t nrc 

inlrs 1 1  k e  ( I .;i,l)) t o  cover the order of noun modifiers, verb modifiers, adpo- 
M I I I I I I  niodit'~crs and  adjective modifiers. Its syntax would be simpler as and 
I I I I  tri I [ - ( 1  to ;I syntax with different rules for the modifiers of different head 
1 . I I ~ - J : I ~ I I C ~ ~ .  Furthermore, the distinction between two modifiers categories 
I - . I ~ Ã  1 1  I(-1-5 ;nul complements) might make it possible to describe languages 
\\ 1 1  1 1  I I I I M X I  serialization directions which do  not obey the NSI', but do obey 
lllr ( ( 1 1 .  

1 .  shows that it is not so esay to map the structural properties of the 
\ 11.11 I In.-ory immediately to the distributions of word order patterns in the 

I . I I I ~ ~ I I , I ~ , I . ~ S  in the sample. However, he comes to  the conclusion that the 
I ispi'tl s that X-bar-theory may explain the CCH/NSI' are good enough to 
I ~ I I ~ X I I ~  t 1 1 1 - i  w;iy further. Specifically, he thinks that, on the basis of X-bar- 
I I I ( . I  i n ,  uno can at least distinguish between more marked and less marked 
\\ I i i i l  u r i lo r  patterns and that this distinction should be reflected in the fre- 
( I I K - I H  \ o t  languages exhibiting these patterns. 

,111 in all, 1 found H.'s discussion of possible explanations of the 
( ( I I \ SP  phenomena quite unsatisfactory. He only discusses some ver- 
sions of' X-liar-theory at some length. But there are more theories to explain 
t l u '  wonl order correlations. One example is Lehmann's (1973) principle that 
iio1111 modifiers should not intervene between the object and the verb (see 
Ix'low). Another is the postulation of some sort of analogy which is men- 
tiniu-il, c.i;., by Greenberg (1966). Greenberg also points to the well-known 
ilt;~cliro~iic affinity between the order of genitive noun and head noun, on the 
one Ii;nul, ;ind the order of the noun phrase and the adposition, on the other. . .  I liere ;ire many cases where the former construction changes to the latter 
(c.y. liin'k o f t h e  house). There is a similar diachronic affinity between the order 
of olijcct ;ind verb, on the one hand, and the order of the noun to the 
ntlposition, o n  the other: In many languages, adpositions are derived from 
vcrhs (e.u,. conciwziny the proposal). These affinities could play an important 
role in tlic development of cross-categorial word order patterns (cf. f.e. 
l , chm~m~i  1072, Mallinson & Blake 1981: p. 383ff.) 

I h;ivc some doubts as to whether a purely syntactical approach will 
Ic;nl in ;in cxppl:iix~tion of the (XH/NSP.  This is because there seem to exist a 
l o t  ol'wri;tIi/;iti~ii phenomena which do not belong to the core of syntax at 
all, l ~ i t  which, novcrilidcss, obey the CCH/NSP. For example, Lehmann 
(1078) (l~s(~ussc-i t he orcler of family name and given name, of name and title 
am1 ( i t '  ;uldinvi~ i i~i i i~~r: i ls ;  1; 1rifk;i (1 9831, furthermore, mentions the serializ- 
at1011 nt 11( 1si.11 ; I ( I ~ I I - c s s I ~ s .  I .ct us look just a t  the serialization of personal 
nailics, '1'111.r1, is :i ~ t ~ ~ i t I i . ~ i c \ ~  11i : i t .  in 1x)sts1xcifiyi11u, languages, the order 
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normally is given name - familiy name (cf. Gaelic Sean MacGabyabb), and in 
prespecifying languages, family name - given name (cf. Japanese Nakasone 
Taro). I assume that the order of family name to given name is too marginal 
as to be covered by the central principles which are proposed by X-bar- 
syntax. O n  the other hand, there is independent evidence that the family 
name is considered as a modifier to the given name (cf. the genitival con- 
struction of nobiliy names like German Otto van Wittelsbacb). This semantic 
relation of modification could have been the basis for an analogical extension 
from more central word order patterns to the peripheral ordering of per- 
sonal names. 

It might be questioned whether the semantic similarity between, say, 
the relation of the object to the verb and the relation of the adjective to the 
noun is vivid enough to  enable any analogical generalization. I think that the 
relation of modification is in fact quite evident and psychologically real. For 
example, a red house will be considered as a special case of a house, not as a 
special case of red. T o  hear a dog will be considered as a special case of 
hearing, not as a special case of a dog. And to be under a table will be 
considered as a special case of to be under something, not as a special case of a 
table. This is basically the argumentation of Vennemann (1972), who fur- 
thermore considers other modification relations, like the one between modal 

~ i i t l  ( I ) ) ,  \vhith ;ire typical word orders for prespecifying and postspecifying 
l . l l l ~ ' l l . l t ' t ~ .  

(. 'I .I ( )bjcct Modifiers Object - Verb - Sentence mood marker 

1 )  Sciitence mood marker - Verb - Object Object Modifiers 

I t  is possible to give a more general explanation by assuming that, 
wli(.iit-\,rr ;i complex constituent consisting of a head h and a modifier m is 
i i sc l t  ;I modifier to a head H, then there is a tendency for m not to intervene 

Iici\t,crii li and H. That is, the orders [m h] H and H [h m] would be 
liii-tci-retl, and the orders [h m] H and H [m h] dispreferred. This principle 
I .in r'tpl:iin all the phenomena the NSP was intended to cover. I t  could by 
iiselt I ) ( Â  motivated by the well-known tendency to avoid center embeddings 
lic~;msr they pose processing difficulties (cf. Kuno 1974 for a similar explan- 
;ition toncerning relative clause order, and Mallinson & Blake 1981: 387 
itiiiierning adposition order). 

5 .  T h e  Laws o f  L a n g u a g e  C h a n g e  

verb and main verb. The assumption of analogy as the reason of the distri- In chapters 5 to  7, H. draws on the discussion of synchronic word 
butional universals may have another explanatory advantage. As I have oriler universals t o  gain principles for word order changes and the historical 
shown, the language samples of H. indicate that there is a correlation be- reconstruction of languages. 
tween the serialization of head-modifier orders of different phrasal 1 .  interpretes the non-statistical word order universals as giving 
categories in case these orders are strictly prespecifying or postspecifying, 
but do  not warrant the claim that there is a correlation in case the seriali- 
zation is not strictly prespecifying or postspecifying. The reason for this may 
be that only a strict prespecification or postspecification in one phrasal 
category yields a basis vivid enough to encode head-modifier relations by the 
same word order in other phrasal categories as well. O n  the other hand, 
according to X-bar-theory with different modifier types like "Spec X' " and 
"Comp", the serialization of head-modifier constructions of different 
phrasal categories should correlate even in languages which are not strictly 
prespecifying or postspecifying. 

Another explanation can be obtained from Lehmann (1973). Leh- 

strict limitations on possible word order types in the present as well as in the 
past. 11c explicitly formulates a principle of "universal consistency in his- 
tory" (LJCH), which says that "at each state in their historical evolution, 
lanyu-igcs remain consistent with implicational universals derived from 
current synchronic evidence" (p. 211). I think that this central and often 
nculcctcd principle would have deserved a broader discussion than the one 
fiivcii l iy  I I. (cf. Christy 1983 for a history of "uniformitarianism" in the 
paleologioil sciences and in linguistics). 

'I'liere are two lines of reasoning. If one assumes that some language 
univcrs;ils ;ire determined mainly by innate principles, then it seems to be 
clcnr i h;it ihcse universals should have undergone major changes during the 

mann introduces a principle that a language tends to have no intervening biologic;iI i-volution o t  man. Having no direct access to previous stages of 

elements between the object and the verb. Thus, object modifiers tend t o  be hu~iiiin l;in~ii;ige in this sense, we can only speculate about this. But it would 

placed on the opposite side of the verb, and sentence mood markers tend to be iniport;int h i  rest rirt the I 'Cf 1 t o  the biologically late stages of mankind. 

be placed on the opposite side of the object. This yields structures like (2.21) O n  the oilier I~iiul,  it'oin.. ;~ssurnes that some language universals are deter- 
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mined mainly functionally by the needs a language has to fulfill in a speech 
community, then it is easily conceivable that language changes with cultural 
development. Because cultural development is much faster than biological 
evolution, and because it exhibits quite a different pace in different geo- 
graphical regions, we would have access to different stages of human lan- 
guage, and we would have to  relativize the relevant language universals to 
those stages. There arc some recent speculations about historical changes o f  
preferred grammatical structures in these terms; cf., for example, Givbn 
(1979) for the change from prcspecifying to  postspecifying word order, and 
Sasse (1978), Plank (1979) and Thomas '1'. Ballmer (pers. comm.) for the 
change from ergative to  accusative languages. 

The implicational form of non-statistical language universals leads to 
an  interesting consequence for the study of language change: They constrain 
the possible pathways in the gradual transition from one historical stage to 
another. For example, a synchronic implicational universal of the form P + 

(2 says that the occurrence of Q enables the occurrence of l', i.e. that a 
language first has to acquire Q before it can acquire P, or  that it has to  acquire 
Q and P simultaneously. And a three-termed implicational universal of the 
form P + ( Q  + R) (equivalent to (P & Q )  + R) says that the occurrence of 
R enables the joint occurrence of I' and Q. 

O n  the basis of these considerations, H. formulates hypotheses about 
the acquisition of doubling structures, i.e. about the development of mixed 
word orders like A N  and NA. The strongest hypothesis is the "Frequency 
Increase Hypothesis" (FlH), which says that in case there is a synchronic 
word order universal I' -+ (2, then the following holds: If the frequency of Q 
s t ructure  is less than 100% (i.e., i Q  structures exist), and if there is an 
increase in the frequency o f P  structures relative to  their doublets I l', then 
the frequency of Q structures will increase, too. 

Note that the FIH does not exactly follow from the formulation of 
the synchronic universal P + Q because this formulation is only concerned 
with basic word orders and not with doubling structures. The F I H  draws on  
the hypothesis that word order change proceeds by the acquisition of dou- 
bling structures, that is, a change from P to  i P is mediated by stages where 
P structures as well as 11' structures occure. Surely, this is a correct assump- 
tion. It would still be interesting to formulate explicit synchronic universals 
for doubling structures; in this way it should be possible to constrain the 
pathways of word order change even further. 

H. tests the F IH successfully on data from early Indo-l".iiropc;in 
dialects and from the development of English and dernian.  T o  r n r  iusi some 

rn.itiipl~~s t r o i l )  the development of New High German, consider the fact that 
I I I  l,..it I \  New l ligh German there was an increase of pronominal genitives 
.mil n-l . i~ivc clauses, of postpositions and of SOV order (in dependent 
t l . ius i s )  ((.I-. I .ehmann 1972). These developments are consistent with the 
I I I I 1I1e synchronic universals RelN + G N  and ReIN -+ (NP v SOV). 

I I .  t lien criticizes the theory of word order change proposed by 
I t~lini,inn ; i i i i l  Vennemann. He  interpretes Vennemann's conception as a 
t~ tt9,!*,(.r cli:iin theory implying the violation of synchronic universals, and he 
y,\\ ('s I I H C  ;irguments opposing this view. 1 think that H.  has fundamentally 
iiitsirprcscnted Vennemann's intentions. H. simply considers the NSP 
1li.11 I . I I I S U I : I ~ C S  tend to  put all modifiers before their heads o r  to put all 
t i n  u l i t  in 's  after their heads as a universal of the implicational kind. Then 

ilu- t I ~ l l i  )\vlng scenario would hold: A language fulfilling the NSP is dis- 
n i i l ) i ~ l  1-iv some internal o r  external influence. I t  looses consistency, that is, 
vml;ties I lie NSP. Therefore, a pressure is exerted to regain consistency and 
ciitl i l l ( -  state of violation of a universal. This pressure causes the language to 
evolve consistent word order patterns once again. 

I think it is obvious that the N S P  basically describes which word 
nrtlcrs ;ire preferred and which are not preferred, and was not conceived as 
an 1111plioitional universal of the usual kind (cf. Vennemann 1983), in spite of 
thc t;ict that some of Vennemann's formulations may invite a misrepresen- 
taiioii o t ' i t  in this way. It should be applied to explain word order changes in 
quitr ;I similar fashion to the way H. himself applies the CCH in chapter 6. . s I h;n is, ;I language which is not in a preferred state as defined by the N S P  is 
u i i~l r r  certain pressure to change towards more preferred states, but does not 
violittc ;I universal. 

' ' l ie  major differences between Vennemann's theory and H.'s theory 
f t ~ ,  I think, (i) they assume different preference principles for word order, 
namcly the NSP and the CCH, and (ii) Hawkins, furthermore, formulates 
fcntrictions for the possible pathways of word order changes by a set o f  non- 
@tatistK-;il, implicational universals. 

1 1 .  :ilso discusses some possible triggers which may cause a language 
t o  ik'vi;ne from ;I more preferred type in terms of the CClI /NSP to  a less 
prct'crml type. 1 1c criticizes Vennemann's assumption that loss of case mark- 

nhoiild lie ;I m;ijor factor for a language developing from SOV to  SVX 
alno S;issr I077 tor ;1 similar criticism). Then he lists some other possible 

BMcrs, tor ~ ~ s ; i ~ i i p I c ,  I;mguagc contact, grammatical reconstrution and 
~ ~ n i ~ ~ ~ i ~ t n ~ ; i l i / ~ i i i o ~ i  o l ; i f t c r t l ~ o u ~ l i t s  (cf. Hyman 1975 for the latter). More 
mpori:in~Iv, 1 ~ '  \ I  r r sx - -  I l i ; i t  t lierc m;~y lie a lot of possible causes (which is a 
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common situation in the historical sciences). H. considers the implicational 
un~versals just as some sort of "upper bound" which imposes a maximal 
frame onto possible historical changes. 

Concerning the relation between word order change and the syn- 
chronic distribution of word orders, H. assumes a "Relative Time Hypo- 
thesis". I t  says that, given two types T and T' with T more preferred than T '  
by the CCHINSP, then any single language (and all languages combined) 
will have been exhibiting type T for a greater time span than type T '  in its 
(their) history. 

1 think that this hypothesis is just mere speculation. There is evidence 
that one of the languages with the longest recorded history, Chinese, has 
been oscillating during the last three thousand years between a mildly pre- 
specifying and a mildly postspecifying type (cf. Li & Thompson 1974), and it 
is easily conceivable that this process is repeated again and again. Further- 
more, there is some evidence (or at least discussion) that the consistent 
prespecifying type was even more numerous in the times of the past than it is 
now (cf. Givbn 1979). Finally, word order is sensitive to areal influences, and 
therefore it is conceivable that the actual distribution of word order types is 
just a result of a self-reinforcing process caused by a few languages of high 
prestige (cf. P. Schmidt 1927, Hyman 1975 and Bechert 1976 for a discussion 
of the geographical distribution of word orders). 

6. His to r ica l  R e c o n s t r u c t i o n  

One major application of word order universals is the historical re- 
construction of language. H. gives some thought to it in chapter 7, using 
examples from the reconstruction of Late Common Germanic, Proto-Indo- 
European and Proto-Bantu. 

H. pleads to acknowledge synchronic universals in language re- 
construction, a view that goes back at least to Jakobson's criticism of the 
reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European phonology. He develops some 
maximes for the application of synchronic evidence in the study of language 
change. 

His first principle is called "deductive inference"; it says that given a 
universal P + Q and there is evidence that a language has property P ( 1  Q), 
then Q (P) can be assumed for the language by modus poncns (modus 
tollens). H.  exemplifies this by reconstructing postnominal relsitive clauses 
(NRel) for Late Common Germanic out of the attested postnominal (lemon- 

nt rut ivcs (N l )em) and possessives (NPoss) and the synchronic universals 
Nl )cm + NKel and NPoss -+ NRel. 

A second principle, the "reconstruction of doubling innovations", is 
i tnii < ~ i i c i l  with the problem of determining the relic and the innovation of a 
pan I roinpeting word orders. Given a universal P + Q, then if a language 

l iu \  I' i\- ()/-I (2 word order, 1 Q is the relic, and if a language has P I 1  P & 
I(.) word order, then P is the relic. H. exemplifies this again with Late 

< .iininioii (iermanic, which exhibits NPoss and N G / G N ;  by the universal 
NI'I 15s P N(i, the order G N  is shown to be the relic and N G  the innovation. 

' h e  next principle, called "the logic of competing variants", is to 
rc( oiist  met those features for a proto-language which are most compatible 

(111 icriiis of synchronic universals) with the attested daughter languages. 
I I I I ; I ~ ~ I I I C  ;I situation where some of the daughter languages have property Pi 
mill t l i ~  others its converse P j  (i.e., P, = Ã‘ Pi). Given a universal Ui permit- 
tiny I ) ,  to co-occur with the properties of all of the daughter languages and a 
univrrs;il I I, permitting Pj to  co-occur with properties some of which occur 
in the (liinghter language and some not, then one should reconstruct Pi as the 
property most compatible with the daughter languages. 

I 1. illustrates this principle with the controversial question of Proto- 
Indo- l '.tiropean word order (cf. Lehmann 1974, Friedrichs 1975). I consider 
here only the reconstruction of adposition order. There is a universal which 
allows prepositions to co-occur with types (i) to (iv) on the following scale, 
mil postpositions with types (ii) to (iv). 

(3) I AN & N G  & NRel 

11 N A NU N R e l Z  prepositional languages 

i i i  AN G N  

iv AN G N  

v N A  G N  RelN postpositional languages 

vi NA C;N NRel 

Most o f  the early Indo-European dialects (9 out of 12) have preposi- 
t i on~ ,  and only some have postposition. Furthermore, all 12 dialects are of a 
type l)ctwccn ( I )  t o  (iv), none being of type (v) or (vi). H. constructs this as an 

umciit in favor ot the preposition analysis of Proto-Indo-European. 
'I'hrrr i s  ;I further precondition for the application of the principle of 
c o f c ~ i m p e t i n ~  v;iriants. I t  says that one should be able to motivate 
mil l ion  o f  I ) ,  o u t  ot V, by the properties of the daughter languages 
c x l ~ t l ~ i l  I) , ,  1,111 not vice vrrs;i the acquisition of Pi out of Pj by the 
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properties of the daughter languages which exhibit Pi. H.  illustrates this in 
his example by trying to show that an acquisition of postpositions out of 
prepositions in the postpositional dialects is better motivated than an acqui- 
sition of postpositions out o f  prepositions in the postpositional dialects. His 
strongest argument is that the four VSO/SVO-dialects are all prepositional, 
which is the normal situation, whereas among the seven SOV dialects, there 

are four prepositional and three postpositional ones, which is a quite unex- 
pected distribution. If one assumes prepositions for Proto-Indo-European, 
this would be readily explainable: Under the pressure of SOV, some (but not 
yet all) dialects developed postpositions. O n  the other hand, if one assumes 
postpositions, it would be easy to explain why prepositions developed in the 
VSO/SVO dialects, but it is difficult to explain why most of the SOV lan- 

guages should have developed prepositions. According to H.'s samples, 
only 7 % to 8 % of the SOV languages have prepositions, that is, there is a 
clear tendency against prepositions in SOV languges. Furthermore, prepo- 
sitions are unlikely to be the spearheads of word order change. 

With arguments like this, l i .  furthermore argues for VSO/SVO and 
N A / A N  & NG & NRel in Proto Indo Kuropean. He does not think that 

these arguments "prove" Proto Indo b.uropean to have been of this t lpe  
because there is the counterevidence that the two most early attested lan- 
guages, Sanskrit and Hittite, arc of t \pe N P  & SOV & AN & G N  & RelN. 
But he thinks that these arc good arguments in the controversial question o f  

I I I his principle of "inductive inference", H. argues for the 
rrÃ§iils i iirt ion of type (i): First of all, this type is about five times more 
lir~lÃ§i(.ii t11;11i type (ii), in the languages of the world, secondly, it assumes 
t l i u i  i )nl\ t \ \ ' I )  of the daughter languages are of the rare type (ii), and third1 y, 
unilci iIns ;iii;ilysis the type (ii)-period of each single daughter language as 
well .is tin- time span of all the daughter languages combined would be 
m11.illcst. 

I i l 1 1 1 l l i  it is problematic to use the principle of "inductive inference" 
lit tins si In.-nixtic way. The first argument is by itself very weak. By applying 
11, one i on l i l  "reconstruct" any unknown language to be of the most frequ- 
nil I \  1'1,. , \ny argument pointing in another direction should overrule this 
m e  1 ' 4  i r  t lie second argument, it is important to use the concept of a "daugh- 
trr l.iiii:ii;i,qc'' in a controlled manner. Bantu proper consists of several 
hiiiiilrcil l;mguagrs, whereas Grassland Bantu consists of some fifty lan- 
~t iuycs;  both are considered to be equally ranked branches of Bantu. If 
(Ãˆritn'il;~iu Hantu would have some rare property I' and Bantu proper the 

more trcclt~eni property i P, then one should count only one I' daughter 
(Â¥nguuK ;ind o n e  1 P daughter language (and not 50 P daughter language 
tfid ncver;tl Imndred I P  daughter languages). A similar objection holds for 
llf third :ir,qumcnt. 

Proto Indo European word order. 1 agree with H. on this point. 7, bt.iti-itic m a t t e r s  
H.'s last reconstruction principle is called "inductive inference". 

Given two word order pairs which differ in frequency, it says that the more 
frequent one is more likely the one represented in the proto-language. Fur- 
thermore, it should be exemplified in more of the daughter languages, and it 
should have been represented for a greater period in each single daughter 
language as well as in all the daughter languages combined. 

As an example, H. uses the reconstruction of Proto-Bantu word 
order. Bantu languages are typically of word order type (i), SVO & PN & 
NA & NG & NRel. There are a few languages closely related to Bantu 
proper and situated on the periphery of the main Bantu area in the Cameroon 
grasslands ( t i .  mentions Tunen and Bandem) which are of type (ii), SOV & 

PN & NA & NG & NRel. Heine (1976), impressed by the number of SVO 
languages, reconstructs SVO as the Proto-Bantu word order, whereas 
Givhn (1971) and Hyman (1 975) reconstruct SOV because of morphological 
and geographical evidence. 1 have argued for the latter reconstruction in 

Krifka (1983). 

I would now like to come back to my main point of criticism, namely 
atistiictory employment of statistical arguments. 1 found it quite sur- 
that the editors of a series called "Quantitative Analyses of Linguistic 
re" let a text with such serious statistical flaws pass by. I will mention 
rcc point which are, 1 think, most problematic. 
The First is the evaluation of the CCH against the NSP. I have shown 

, uses cluitc an arbitrary and obscure metric in defending the CCH 
II thc NSP, ;ind that it seems that the CCH cannot be argued for by 
ard st;ttistic';il means on the basis of H.'s sample. 

I ' l u -  scc.oiul is the substantiation of the claim that the implicational 
IN ;irc except ionless, whereas the distributional universals only de- 
a~is~it ';il icii(lciicies. There are many cases where a possible, but not 
word order c . 0  oci~urencc has only very few instantiations, and the 
c t ' o  oi.iiin.ii(r h; is  t i o i i r .  The diffcrencc lxtween very few occur- 
nniu- is in t I N - s ~  (.;IM.'s w i i  l - i t  )in m\ statistical significance. There- 
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fore it seems impossible to  found deep theoretical distinctions upon  s u c h  

slight differences. 
Thirdly, H. gives virtually no thought to sampling problems. I Ie 

uses three samples, namely the two well-known samples of Greenberi; ( 1 'Kid) 

(that is, the 30 language sample and the sample of Appendix I I with 142 
languages and language families) and a sample of 338 languages comp~lc~d I ) Y  
himself on the basis of Greenberg's sample and additional informat i i  ) t i .  1 1 .  
admits that this sample is mostly a convenience sample, and he discuses 
some genetical biases: Altaic, Caucasian and Paleosiberian languages seem K) 
be grossly over-represented, and Sino-Tibetan and most African and Anlet-~ 
ican language families grossly under-represented. (One should appreciate :i t  

least that H. names his sources and presents the facts in a clear manner). 
I think H. would have done better to be satisfied with a smaller 

sample and to  put some more work into the construction of a more represen- 
tative one instead. This is because H.'s hypotheses bear heavily on the rela- 
tive frequency of language types, and therefore the sample must be selected 
very carefully. Furthermore, it would have been important to have some 
more word order data for the sample languages, for example, whether a 
language has basically free word order, o r  whether an SOV language is of rhe 
rigid or of the non-rigid subtype. And it would have been interesting to have 
some figures of text frequencies. For example, in Krifka (1983) 1 have argued 
that both English and the Bantu languages are SVO, but in Bantu languages 
the frequency of verb-intitial sentences is much higher than in English (due 
to the marking of anaphoric subject on the verb). This could exert a higher 
pressure to have postposed modifiers in other categories, and indeed, we 
have a higher degree of postspecification in Bantu than in English. 

In sampling methods, 1 can see no  progress at all if one compares I l .'s 
work with the pioneering and explorative study of Greenberg (1966). Thi^i 
strikes me as a very serious shortcoming of H.'s work, especially it one 
considers the growing sensibility for sampling problems among researchers 
in the field. For example, Bell (1978) developed some first guidelines tor 
sample construction in the study of language universals, and Maddicsori 
(1984) and Kefer (to appear) pay close attention t o  possible sample errors 
and are apt to restrict their samples where they suspect genetical or ;ire:iI 
biases. 

Harmony o r  consistency? 
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